CATMOUSETM nature’s own miracle deodorizer!
OXYIONSTM......
The Earth’s Most “Purrrfect” Deodorizer
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There’s a new natural odor eater in town and it’s declaring war on all ODORS! The
Electronic CatMouseTM devours odors and toxic pollutants with OxyionsTM and
eventually leaves behind only beneficial, healthy oxygen and ions in the process,
just as Nature does everyday! The CatMouseTM meets all regulatory compliance
standards.
Thanks to new micro-electronic advances, this powerful commercial grade
deodorizing technology is now available in the low cost, miniature electronic
CatMouseTM...for use by virtually everyone!
Nature already invented the “Purrrfect” miracle deodorizer eons ago...OxyionsTM, a
natural balance of Activated Oxygen (O3) and negative Ions! OxyionsTM are
produced by Nature from sunshine, lightning storms, rain showers and waterfalls
for example. Just as in Nature, the electronic CatMouseTM produces OxyionsTM, to
clean the earth’s air supply and environment. Without them, we would likely all
die of putrification from our planet’s pollutants, waste, germs, bacteria, molds,
viruses, fungi, etc. Now, YOU can harness nature’s miracle, safely, right in your own
home, with the same beneficial results!
The CatMouseTM is the “Purrrfect” deodorizer because it completely destroys
odors, germs, viruses, bacteria, mold, mildew and most pollutants– and the only
remaining byproduct is eventually pure oxygen! Activated Oxygen (O3) quickly
starts to revert to pure Oxygen (O2) in about 30 minutes, leaving no toxic
residues or pollutants. Nature’s Activated Oxygen (O3) has a half-life of about 30
minutes, meaning it reduces itself by half about every 30 minutes. Initial half-life
reduction is fast because the concentrated Activated Oxygen (O3) will
immediately start attaching itself to pollutants, odors and microorganisms,
destroying them in the process. Any “residual Activated Oxygen (O3)” will remain
and reduce at a slightly slower pace but still, about every 30 minutes.
The CatMouseTM emits OxyionsTM at the same levels as fresh country air. Actually,
fresh clean country air (not polluted city air) can often naturally contain twice the
Activated Oxygen (O3) levels as the CatMouseTM produces or government
regulations typically allow. Opening your windows to let fresh air into your home
could, therefore, exceed regulatory limits! Ridiculous? Yes, once you know the
facts. Remember these are the same regulatory government agencies that
convinced you to eat Transfats for decades, not realizing they were up to eight
times more likely to clog your arteries than natural butter! Hence the famous
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comedy line;“I’m from the government and I’m here to help.” Their cure is often
more harmful than the problem!
In fact, the Activated Oxygen (O3) portion is actually Nature’s Miracle disinfectant
and deodorizer. It is routinely used commercially to disinfect and deodorize
hospitals, commercial kitchens, gyms, hot tubs, drinking water and swimming
pools, etc. By law, every bottle of drinking water must be disinfected with it!
Even when dissolved in water, it makes a highly effective and safe disinfectant
which is non-toxic, non-staining and works great. Activated Oxygen (O3) is 13
times more soluble in water than Oxygen. Activated Oxygen (O3) disinfects 3,100
times faster than chlorine! Super oxygenated (ozonated) water stays at full
strength for only approximately 15 minutes. The Activated Oxygen (O3) then
again reverts back to oxygen, leaving no harmful pollutant residuals behind,
while having effectively destroyed pathogens (bacteria, viruses, fungi, mold, etc.).
Ozonated water is used for safely and instantly cleaning stains from clothes,
carpets, upholstery and furniture. It is also effective for sanitizing countertops,
vegetables or a multitude of other surfaces.
Activated Oxygen (O3) is also erroneously referred to as ozone. Media ignorance
has cast an undeserved negative stigma on nature’s environmental purifier by
incorrectly naming it as a pollutant. In fact, it is nature’s much needed reaction to
man made pollutants! It destroys the pollutants, then amazingly reverts back to
oxygen and clean air. Ozone alerts are therefore actually pollution alerts! It is
nature’s response to the need to clean man-made pollutants from our air, not the
other way around. Nature’s ozone is not the problem– pollution is the problem.
Nature’s own ozone (air bleach) is the answer to destroying pollution. We couldn’t
live without it! Just as big Drug Company lobbyists push profitable Drugs (with
killing side effects) and undermine Natural Health, big Chemical Company
lobbyists push profitable (but toxic) Chemicals and undermine Nature's existing
simple, low cost solutions, such as Nature’s Ozone (O3).
Activated Oxygen (O3) has been the only viable, long-term method for removing
the most difficult odor problems in nature and commercially. Removing smoke,
soot and dead animal odors from buildings, automobiles and homes, have all
been best accomplished with Activated Oxygen (O3). Only Activated Oxygen (O3)
can permeate every crack & crevice and attack and chemically alter the odor
causing compounds themselves, rendering them inert, ultimately leaving only
fresh Oxygen(O2) when its work is done! It’s Nature’s Miracle.
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If it weren’t for the oxidizing power of Nature’s Activated Oxygen (O3) in
OxyionsTM, our entire planet would be, in all probability, one putrefied, smelly,
toxic, mess! It’s Nature’s answer to destroying the Earth’s pollutants, and now you
can own, control and enjoy the many benefits of Nature’s Activated Oxygen (O3)
miracle anywhere in your own home, easily and inexpensively! You can destroy
odors, toxins, bacteria, germs, viruses, molds and more...naturally, effectively and
safely!

Inexpensive • Compact • Powerful • Safe & Healthy Residual Byproduct
Replaces hundreds of toxic deodorizing & disinfecting
chemical products and expense!
The CatMouseTM – Nature’s own miracle deodorizer is so effective it can de-scent a
skunk! If it can do that, and eliminate extremely difficult litter box odors, imagine
the hundreds of other uses for this amazing little device in your home! If you can
think of it, you can deodorize and disinfect it– with the CatMouseTM!
Due to the compact size of the CatMouseTM, it is most effective for its designed
purpose: cleaning and deodorizing small areas and items. You can treat virtually
any object by simply placing the CatMouseTM above, within, or in close proximity
to, it. The CatMouseTM can be placed in large plastic storage boxes, garment bags,
shoe boxes, pantries, hope chests, garbage cans, diaper pails, even in small
closets. It is also very effective on hamper lids and near the laundry chute!
Activated Oxygen (O3) is heavier than air and therefore flows downward, so
placing the CatMouseTM slightly above the object to be treated is beneficial.

THE FILTHY FACTS

Germs, bacteria and viruses not only threaten us...they can kill!
New scientific evidence is emerging pointing to germs as a link to
inflammation-causing heart disease, even cancer.
The typical office desk area has 400 times the amount of bacteria than the
average toilet seat. Worst offenders: phones, staplers, keyboards and your
computer mouse! Worldwide, money is the filthiest of all items handled,
and your wallet is a virtual breeding petri dish for bacteria. Purses and
briefcases are also among the dirtiest, worst offenders. These items are
routinely set down on the filthiest surfaces imaginable (like airport toilet
floors) and then innocently and unconsciously placed on desks and even
kitchen countertops, which you EAT from! No wonder so many people are
sick and health care costs are skyrocketing.

